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Louis j. Curral 
Executive Secreta•y 
Global Forum for Health Research 

Executive Summary 

Adewkunbo 0. Lucas 
Chairperson 
Global Forum fo r Health Research 

The 1990 Report• of the Commission on Health Research for Development and 
the 1996 Report2 of the WHO Ad Hoc Committee on Health Research concluded 
that the central problem in health research is the 10/90 Disequilibrium. lndeed, 
of the US$ 50-60 billion spent worldwide each year on health research by both 
the public and private sectors, only 10% is devoted to the health problems of 
90% of the world's population. 

The economic and social costs to society as a whole of such misallocation of 
resources are enormous. The 1996 Ad Hoc Committee on Health Research 
warned that the world community will face the following four critical health 
problems in the decades to come: 

• Unfinished agenda of childhood infectious diseases and poor maternal 
and perinatal health 

• New and re-emerging microbes 
• Increase in noncommunicable diseases, injuries, and violence 
• Inequity and inefficiency i.n the delivery of health services. 

' Commission on Health Research for Development, "Health Research: Essential Link 10 Equity and 
Development", Oxford University Press, 1990. 
' Ad /ioc Committee on Health Research, "Investing in Health Research a11d Development", WHO, 
September J 996. 
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The Ad Hoc Committee made a number of key recommendations for each of 
the four challenges listed above including the creation of the Global Forum for 
Health Research, as one of the instruments to help correct the 10/90 Gap and 
follow up on the work of the Ad Hoc Committee. 

The Global Forum for Health Research 

The central objective of the Global Forum is to help correct the 10/90 Gap and 
focus research efforts on the health problems of the majority by improving the 
allocation o f research funds and by facilitating collaboration among partners. 
The Global Forum brings together a wide range of partners includ ing 
government policy-makers, multilate ral organizations, bilateral aid donors, 
in ternational foundations , national and international NGOs, women's 
organizations, research-oriented bodies, and private sector companies. The 
Global Forum is an international foundation managed by a Foundalion Council 
of 20 members representing the partners in the Global Forum. 

The Global Forum be lieves that the magn itude o f current major health 
problems exceeds the ca pac ity of any single institution to find adequate 
solutions. However, by acting together, the probability of finding solutions 
increases markedly. Over the coming years, sol utions to the present health 
challenges will largely depend on the strength of these partnerships. To reach 
this objective, the Global Forum has selected five strategies: 

l. Annual Fomm: Throughout the year and particularly at its Annual Meeting, 
the Global Forum acts as a market place where health problems and priorities 
can be examined by a variety of decision-makers, policy-makers and researchers. 
Presentations at the Annual Meeting address the latest thinking on the 10/90 
Disequilibrium and act as a catalyst for action during the following year. 

2 . Analytical W ork for Priority Setting: We are only in the early stages of 
learni ng how to set priorities effectively. The 10/90 Gap is, at least in pan, due 
to the fact that decision-makers do not have enough information t.o make their 
decisions. To make more rational decisions, they need more information about 
the following key questions: (a) What is the burden of each disease as a 
percentage of the total burden of diseases, world-wide and by country? (b) 
What are the causes of such a burden for each disease? (c) How effective are the 
existing interventions against each of the main diseases compared to their costs? 
(d) How effective could future interventions resulting from research be 
compared to their costs? (e) How much is already invested in the research for 
each o f these diseases, world-wide and by country? The Global Forum for 
Health Research and its partners focus on these questions and propose a 
practical framework for setting priori ties which could be useful to decision-



makers at the global, regional and national levels. Based on the work of the Ad 
Hoc Committee on Health Research and a standardized method for setting 
priorities (the five-step priority setting process), it proposes a number of broad 
priority research areas (general list) and a number of concrete research topics in 
some of these priority areas (specific list). This is a first and non-exhaustive list, 
which will be progressively completed and refined as more information 
becomes available. 

3. Initiatives in key health research areas: Initiatives bring together a wide 
range of panners in a concerted effort to find solutions lO key health problems. 
Initiatives currently supported by the Global Forum include the following: 

• Alliance for Health Policy and Systems Research 
• Global Tuberculosis Research Initiative 
• Initiative for Research on Cardiovascular Diseases 
• Initiative on Prevention of Violence ancllnju:ies 
• Initiative on Domestic Violence against Women 
• Initiative on Health and Societies 
• Public/Private Partnership against Malaria. 

ln addition, the fo llowing Initiatives have received funding from the World 
Bank through the Global Forum: 

• MultilaLeral Initiative for Malaria in Africa (MIM) 
• International AIDS Vaccine Initiative (lA VI). 

4. Communication and info nnation: One of the comerswnes of the work of 
the Global Forum is the communication unit, which is responsible for collecting 
and disseminating information about the 10/90 Gap. Information on relevant 
health research is conveyed in an accessible form to partners in the Forum, as 
well as to the media and decision-makers. This is accomplished through the 
pub licat ion of the 10/90 Report on Health Research, maintenance of an 
interactive website, information distribution to key international and national 
media, and the publication of a series of technical papers called the Strategic 
Research Series. 

5. Evaluation and monitoring: Measuring progress in the correction of the 
10/90 Disequilibrium is an integral part of the work of the Global Forum. 
Progress will be measured in tenns of more widespread concern and knowledge 
of the gaps in health research and how pliorities are set, the number and strength 
of initiatives which bring partners together in key areas of health research , 
improvements in the flow of resources and information, and finall y, effectiveness 
in bringing solutions to the health problems of the large majority of the world's 
population. 
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The road lO help correct the 10/90 Disequi librium will clearly be a long one, 
but it is also clear that it will lead to better health for the majority of the world 
community. This will be made possible by a reallocation, by decision-makers in 
the South as well as in the North, of health research funds from lower to higher 
priority projects, from projects benefiting fewer people to those benefiting the 
large majority. 

Louis J. Currat 
Executive Secretary 
Global Forum for Health Research 

Adetokunbo 0. Lucas 
Chairperson 
Global Forum for Health Research 



The 
Global 
Forum 
for Health 
Research 

Section 1: 

an 

OVERVIEW 

The central problem in health research: the 10/90 Gap 

The 1990 Report of the Commission on Health Research for Development 
and the 1996 Report of the Ad Hoc Commiuee on Health Research concluded 
that the central problem in health research is the 10/90 Gap. Indeed, of the 
US$ 50-60 bill ion spent wor ldwide each year on health research and 
development by both the private and public sectors, less than 10% is devoted 
to the health problems affecting 90% of the world's population. 

ln 1990, for example, the top 20 diseases and risk factors in the world as 
measured by the number of DALYs lost were the following:1 

' Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Health Research, .. Investing in 1/ea/th Research and Dcvclopmmt", 
WHO, September 1996. 
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Insert 1 
Global estimates of disease burden for major diseases and risll 
factors in 1990 and 2020 as measured by DALYs2 

Cause Burden of disease1 

(as percent of total) 1990 2020' 

Lower respirato1y infections 8.2 3 .1 
Diarrhoeal diseases 7.2 2.7 
Perinatal conditions 6.7 2.5 
Unipolar depression 3.7 5.7 
lschaemic hean disease 3 .4 5.9 
Tuberculosis 2.8 3. 1 
Cerebrovascular disease 2.8 ·H 
Measles 2.7 1.1 
Road trafric accidents 2.5 5. 1 
Congenital anomalies 2.4 2.2 
Malaria 2.3 1. 1 
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 2. 1 4.2 
Falls 1.9 1.5 
Iron deficiency anaemia 1.8 0.5 
Protein-energy malnutrition 1.5 0.6 
War 1.5 3.0 
Self-innicted injuries 1.4 1.9 
Tetanus 1.3 0.4 
Violence J.3 2.3 
Alcohol 1.2 1.7 

lt is estimated that research funding for these diseases and risk factors 
represents less than 10% of total global investments in health research. 

1 The sr reng1l1 of DALYs (Disability-Adjusted Ufe Years) - the indicator developed by C.Murray/A. wpez 
for the calculation of cite burden of disease - is that it quantifies. in a single indicator, time lost due w 
premawre death with time lived with a clistrbility. A number of explicit choices about age weiglaing, time 
preference, and preference for healtl1 stares were made in the final calculation of DALYs. Different groups 
challenge some of these explicit choices, tmd major research is under way 10 refine each of these 
components. GFI-IR believes it is essentialw continue current efforts 10 refine the DALY indicat.ors as the 
burden of disease is one of llw crucial dements for setting pli01ities in rhe field of health research. Other 
crucial elemerrl> for heltling ser priorirks are the following: an arwlysis of the causes {both proximate and 
ultimate determinants) of tiiC major health problems, judgement of the ade(1uacy of llw current lmowledge 
base, study of the cost-effectiveness of existing and planned inten,entions, and assessment of the current 
level of effort (resource flows). 
' These figures are currently being revised. Some of the ma;or clmmic diseases and nwlana are expected to 
show increases irr disease burden as more infonnalilm becomes available. 
' By 2020, it is estimated that five more disease~ will come into the top list of 20: HIV, tracheal/ 
bronchial/lung cancers, osteoarthritis. bipolar disorders, and schizophrenia. 



Section 2: 

Recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee 
for tackling the 10/90 Gap 

The economic and social costs to society as a whole of such misallocation of 
resources are enormous. Specifically, the 1996 Ad Hoc Commiuee on Health 
Research warned that the world community will face the following four critical 
heaiLh problems in the decades to come: 

• Unfinished agenda (unnecessary deaths, sickness, and disabili.ty): Health 
advances and public education over the last century have produced numerous 
vaccines, cures, and treatmems for many common infectious diseases. Despite 
this progress, infectious diseases. malnutri tion, and poor maternal and child 
health account for one third of the entire d isease burden in the world. ln poorer 
countries, the burden from these conditions may be as high as 50%. 
• New and re-emerging microbes: A growing number of drug-resistant 
microbes threaten to create new health emergencies and are leading to the 
resurgence of diseases such as tuberculosis. malaria, and pneumococcal disease, 
long thought to be under control. 
• Increase in noncommunicable d iseases, injuries, and violence: Epidemics 
of noncommunicable diseases such as cardiovascular d iseases, neuro-psychiatric 
conditions, and chronic respiratory infections, as well as the growing burden of 
violence and injuries, are increasing in low-income countries. 
• Inequity and inefficiency in the delivery of health services : Countries 
vary enormously in how efficiently and equitably they provide health services 
and many countries are reforming their health systems today without adequate 
information on which policies and structures work and which do not. Current 
efforts at health care reform require international research and information 
exchange on the followi ng key items at the national level: e ffective health 
policies, disease burden, resource flows. and cost-effectiveness of imerventions. 

The Ad Hoc Commiuee made a number of key recommendations for each of 
the four challenges listed above (See Chapter 1 of the 10/90 Report, 1999 ') 
including the creation of the Global Forum for Health Research as one of the 
instruments to help correct the 10/90 Gap and follow up on the work of the Ad 
Hoc Committee. 

' "The I 0190 Report on Health Research, 1999", Global Forum for Healt/1 Research. March 1999. 
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Section 3: 

Obj ectives and strategies of the Global Forum for Health 
Research 

The main objective of the Global Forum is to help correct the 10/90 Gap and 
focus research efforts on the health problems of the large majori ty of the world's 
population, particularly the poor, by improving the allocation of research funds 
and by faci litating collaboration among partners both in the public and private 
sectors. The Global Fo rum is an international foundat ion managed by a 
Foundation Council of 20 members representing the partners in the Global 
Forum (Annex 1: l egal Status of the Global Forum). To reach this objective, the 
Global Forum has selected five strategies: 

l. Annual Forum 
Throughout the year, and particularly at its Annual Meeting, the Global Forum 
acts as a market place where health problems and priorities can be examined by 
a variety of decision-makers, policy-makers, and researchers. Presentations at 
the Annual Meeting address the latest thinki ng on the l 0/90 Disequilibrium and 
act as a catalyst for action during the following year. 

2. Analytical work for priori ty setting 
A piece of analytical work is a study of narrow or broad dimension designed to 
enlighten an issue in the field of priority sett ing. The Global Forum currently 
concentrates its efforts on the following: 

• Burden of disease and health determinants 
• Cost-effectiveness analyses and methods to assist resource allocation 
• Analysis of resource nows and moniLOring progress in correcting the 10/90 Gap 
• Analytical work on specific conditions in the Forum priority areas. 

In order to be supported by the Forum, analytical work should normally meet 
the following criteria: 

• l3e in a domain idemified as a Forum priority area and show the "value 
added" by the analytical work in terms of the "five-step process" (or an 
appropriate alternative). The "five-step process" is described in Annex 2. 

• Have a clear definition of the following key elemems: defini tion of the 
problem, including equity and gender issues; global and specific objectives; 
strategies chose n to reach the stated objectives; partners; organization; 
estimated costs and sources of financing; expected results and indicators to 
measure these results. 

• l3e evaluated periodically, imernally and externally. 



3. Initiatives in key health research areas 
initiatives bring together a wide range of partners, both institutionally and 
geographically, in a concerted effort to find solutions to key health problems. 
The magnitude of these problems is such that they are beyond the capacity of 
any single institution to resolve and require the concerted efforts of a coalition 
of partners. By acting together, the probability of finding solutions increases 
marked ly. 

Initiatives supported by the Fo rum normally evolve through four distinct 
phases: 

Phase l: 
Phase 11: 
Phase 111: 
Phase IV: 

Preparation 
Proposal compleLed 
Early implementation 
Full implementation. 

Criteria to be fulfilled by an initiative in order to receive support from the Forum 
are similar for those listed above for "analytical work", but their application will 
of course be influenced by the degree of advancement of the initiative. 

4. Communication and information 
One of the cornerstones of the work of the Global Forum is the communication 
unit , wh ich has responsibility for collecting and disseminating information 
about the 10/90 Gap. Information on relevant health research is made available 
in a readable form to decision-makers, the constituents of the Forum, and to the 
media. This is accomplished through the publication of the 10190 Report, 
maimenance of an interactive website, information distribution to key 
imernational and national media, and publication of a series of technical papers 
called the Strategic Research Series. 

5. Evaluation and monitoring 
Measuring progress in the correction of the 10/90 Gap is an integral part of the 
work of the Global Forum. Progress will be measured in terms of more 
widespread concern and knowledge of the gaps in health research and how 
priorities are set , the number and effecliveness of initiatives which bring 
partners together in key areas of health research, improvements in the flow of 
resources and infom1ation, and finally, effectiveness in bringing solutions to the 
health problems of the large majority of the world's population. 
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Section 4: 

\.Yho are the partners in the Global Forum? 

The Global Forum aims to bring together a wide range of partners: 

• Government policy-makers 
• Mult ilateral organizations 
• Bilateral aid donors 
• International foundations 
• National and international NGOs 
• Women's organizations 
• Research-oriemed bodies 
• Private seclOr companies. 

These eight groups of partners are represented in the Foundation Council of the 
Global Forum. The Global Forum believes that solutions to the present health 
challenges will depend on the strength of the partnerships created between 
members of these eight constituencies over the years to come. 

ln the field of health research, thousands of public and private institutions 
make decisions every day that affect the overall allocation of resources between 
the various health problems. The olllcome of all these decisions is that only 
10% of the resources allocated globally to health research (estimated at US$ 56 
bill ion annually) is devoted to the heal th prob lems of 90% of the world's 
population . 

Most of these public and private institutions collaborate in different ways to 
exchange information or act together on common problems. These forms of 
collaboration are often referred to as networks, pannerships, alliances, or 
initiatives. When looked at overall , they are characterized by the diversity of 
thei r objectives, strategies, activilies, membership, organization, legal struCLure, 
degree of activity, and effectiveness. 

The Global Forum uses establ ished crite1ia to select studies or networks that it 
wants to support in the pursuit of its overall o~jective. However, a decision by 
the Forum to support a particular piece of analytical work or collaborative 
network does not indicate that other studies or concerted actions not selected 
are unimportant. Rather, it rerrects the fact that hard choices have to be made in 
view of limited resources. 

Direct support by the Forum to a study or initiative will normally be limited in 
time and level of support. Meanwhile studies or initiatives, whether directly 



supponed by the Forum or not, may be presented at the Annual Meeting of the 
Forum, in one fo rm or another as appropriate. 

Section 5: 

Overview of the Analytical Work supported by the 
Global Forum 

ln order for decision-makers to make more informed decis ions on the 
allocation of research funds (i.e. to have the greatest impact on the health 
of the largest possible number of people in a given community), they need 
bette r information. The 10/90 Gap is, at least in pan , due to the fact that 
decision-makers do not have enough information. The objective of the Global 
Forum is to help provide decision-makers with adequate information on the 
following questions (See Annex 2: The Five Steps in Priori ty Setting): (a) What 
is the burden of each disease as a percentage of the total burden of diseases, 
world-wide and by country? (b) What are the causes of such a burden for each 
disease (See Annex 3: Actors and Factors Detennining the Health Status)? (c) 
How effective are the existing interventions against each of the main d iseases 
compared to their costs? (d) How effective could future interventions resulting 
from research be compared to their costs? (e) How much is al ready invested in 
the research for each of these d iseases, world-wide and by counuy? The Global 
Forum for Hea lth Research and its partners focus on these questions and 
propose a practical framework for sett ing priorities which could be useful to 
decision-makers at the global , regional and national levels. (See Chapter 8 of the 
10/90 Report on Health Research, 19991). 

The Global forum recognizes that we are only in the early stages of learning 
how to set priorities effectively and proposes that top prio rity in health research 
be given to those areas which rank high on the burden of disease list and for 
which very limited research funds are available. Based on the work of the Ad 
Hoc Committee on Health Research and the five-step priority setting process, 
the Forum proposes a number of broad priority research areas (general list) and 
a number of concrete research topics in these priority areas (specific list). 

' Tl1e I 0190 Report on Health Research, 1999, Global Forumfor Healtl1 Research, Geneva, March 1999. 
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The general list draws attention to the fo llowing broad priority areas: health 
policy research , infectious diseases and malnutrition, reproductive heahh and 
sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), cardiovascular diseases in developing 
countries, mental health in developing countries, family violence, road traffic 
injuries, and substance abuse. This is a first and non-exhaustive list, which 
will be progressively refined as more information becomes available. 

ln the field of infectious diseases, malnutrition, reproductive health and STDs, 
the specific list proposed by the "10/90 Report, 1999" includes the fol lowing 
research topics: increased nutrient intake and control of infections, more 
effective family planning strategies, development and test ing of an HlV vaccine, 
improved methods for prevention diagnosis and treatment of STDs, systematic 
development of anti-malarial drugs, evaluation of the pneumococcal vaccine in 
developing countries, development of an effective prophylactic for tuberculosis. 
Included in the short list of research priorities is the exami nation of the reasons 
why some interventions (d rugs, vaccines, etc.), which have been available for 
years in the Nonh, remain unavailable in the South (examples include the Hib 
vaccine against pneumon ia and the rotavirus vaccine against diarrhoea). 



Insert 2 
Global Forum: overview of analytical work for priority setting 

Thematic Areas 

1. General 
Analytical 
Work 

2. Reproductive 
Health 

3. Child and 
Adolescent 
Health 

4. Infectious 
Diseases 

5. Non-
communicable 
Diseases 

6. Injuries, 
Violence and 
Health 

7. Policy and 
Systems 
Research 

Currently supported 
by the Forum 

- Burden tlf disease 2000 
- Cost-cffccuveness of 

imervent ions: develop
ment of a standardized 
method 

- Monnonng resource 
flows. Development of 
a S)'Stcmauc mechamsm 

- Rene'' of progress 111 
R&D. Rcproductwe 
Health. C.htld llealth 
and lnfccuous Dtseases. 
1996-98 

- Burden of disease with 
a gender perspective 

- Review of progress in 
R&D: Reproducuve 
Health, Child Health 
and lnfecuous D1seases. 
1996-98 

- Revie\\ of progress 111 
R&D: Reproducti\'C 
Health. Ch1ld Health 
and lnfecuous Diseases, 
1996-98 

- Application of the 
five-step process to 
malaria 

- Cost-effectiveness of 
malana 111tcrvcnuons 

- Neuropsych1atnc 
d1sorders 111 devdop111g 
countnes 

- Burden of disease among 
the poor 

Under exploration 

- Nauonal burden of disease 
studtes 

- Re,••ew of progress 111 
Human ReproductiOn R&D 
at WHO 

- Disease burden and 
reproducuvc health 

- Food safet)' 

- Research on tobacco control 

- Violence aga111st women 

- National swdics on policy 
analysis 
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Section 6: 

Overview of the Initiatives supported by the Global Forum 

The biggest hea!Lh problems in the world are of such magnitude that they are 
beyond the capacity o r any single inst itut ion to reso lve and requ ire the 
conce rted efforts of a coalition of partners. In its first year of operations, the 
Global Forum gave support to a number of such concerted efforts summarized 
in Insert 3. A detailed account of the state of progress of these initiatives is 
presented m Chapter 5 of "The 10/90 Report , 1999". 

The nature of the support prm•1ded to an initiative will vary with both ItS phase 
of development and its spec1fic characteristics: 

Phase 1 Initiatives- Preparation Phase 

Technical advice in the organizational aspects based on ex perience 
with other initiatives. 

Technical ad\'ice in the cross-cutting issues common to all inniatives, 
such as: 

• work in the field of capacit)1-buildmg 
• collaboration between public and pri,·atc sectors 
• health policy 1ssues 
• gender-related issues 
• issues linked to priority setting 
• monitoring and evaluation of results 
• support in the field of communication and information. 

Provision of seed money to assist with initiative development. 

Phase II In itiatives - Proposal completed 

Space in the agenda of the Annual Meeting of the Global Forum for a 
presentation or the work completed or planned and the mobilization of 
further interested panics. Fully developed initiatives (whether supported 
directly by the Forum or not) meeting the criteria fo r initiatives indicated 
above may be given space for plenary presentation during the Annual 
Meeting of the Forum. 



Insert 3 
Global Forum : overview of initiatives 

Thematic Areas Currently supported Under exploration 
by the Forum 

l. Reproductive - Application of Mother-Baby 
Health Package 

2. Child and - Integrated Management of 
Adolescent Childhood Illnesses (IMCI) 
Health - Initiative on Child Health 

and Nutrit ion 
- Global Programme on 

Vaccines and Immunization 
(GPV) 

- Expanded Programme on 
Immunization (EPI) 

3. Infectious - Public-Private - Multilateral Initiative for 
Diseases Partnership Against Malaria (MIM) 

Malaria - International AIDS Vaccine 
- Global Tuberculosis Initiative (lA VI) 

Research lnil iative 
- South Asian Infectious 

Diseases Net work 
(SAID NET) 

4. Non- - Cardiovascular Diseases - Healthy Ageing 
communicable in Developing Countries - Tobacco lnilialive 
Diseases 

5. Injuries, - Prevention of Injuries 
Violence and and Violence 
Health - Initiative on Domestic 

Violence against Women 

6. Policy and - All iance for Health - Capacity Strengthening for 
Systems Policy and Systems Health 
Research Research 

7. Society, - Health and Societies 
Culture, Ethics 
and Health 
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Convening or participating in the organization of a meeting of interested 
parties to mobilize resources and begin activities under the initiative. 

Phase Ill Initiatives - Phase of early implementation 

Support in the search for funding (including administration of funds) 
and, to a limited extent, di rect financial suppon (seed money). As a 
rule, the Forum will ask all partners to participate in the financing, 
including contributions in kind. 

Execution of secretarial tasks mandated by the Foundat ion Counci l 
(generally against reimbursement). 

Serving as a temporary home for acti vities of the initiative until a 
separate legal entity is established or a permanent home is found. 

Phase IV Initiatives - Phase of full implementation 

Monitoring progress and funding. lf the level of funding is inadequate, 
assistance in mobilizing additional resources. 

lf an initiative is completed (e.g. a vaccine at the end of Phase 111 trials) 
or if it appears unlikely to proceed satisfactorily, then the Foundation 
Council may terminate its support to the initiative. 

Section 7: 

Collaboration between the Global Forum and other institutions 

l. The need for parlllership 
ln the Global Forum for Health Research, a partnership is defined as a group of 
allies sharing the goals, efforts, and rewards of a joint undertaking. The need for 
partnership is illustrated by the following: 

• The existence of many effective organizations, but some duplication of effort 
and inefficiencies. 



• The growing international and national need for collaboration: 
Globalization of diseases, business, finances, poli tics, and people. 
Demands for more institutional cooperation . 

• Cross-cutting issues that demand a cooperative approach to problem solving: 
Making priority setting more responsive to the health needs of the large 
majori ty of the world community. 
Immensity of health problems reOected in the persistence of the burden 
of disease, despite huge investments in health and health research. 

• The need for an interdisci plinary approach: 
Sciemific community , social scientists, economists, policy-makers, 
and political leaders. 
Public sector inst itutions, private industry, and civi l society. 

• The growing need for rapid circu lation o f interdisciplinary information at 
international, national, and imra-organizationallevels. 

2. Criteria for collaboration 
To be effective, potential Forum partnerships should meet the foll owing criteria: 

• Have explicit priorities with a definite profile of objectives and strategies. 
• Bring together diversified players and their unique ideas. 
• Know the strengths of other organizations. 
• Use synergies between institutions on behalf of strategic issues. 
• Agree upon a programme of complementary work rather than duplication. 
• Recognize the contributions o f each partner. 
• Acknowledge the importance of an organizational framewo rk. 
• Ensure effectiveness, efficiency, and accountabi lity. 
• Build a critical mass of suppon for each of the efforts supponed by the Forum. 

3. Collaboration Strategies 
At the institut ional and organizational levels, the collaboration strategies include 
the foll owing: 

• Collaboration bet ween the Governing Boards, such as those of the Global 
Forum for Health Research , the Council on Health Research for Develo pmem 
(COHRED), and the International Clinical Epidemiology Network (INCLEN). 

• joim research projects, such as burden of disease and resource flows 
analysis. 

• Joint init iatives, such as the PublidPrivate ParLnership against Malaria with 
representatives from mu ltilateral and bi lateral aid agencies, foundations, 
NGOs, research institut ions, and pharmaceutical companies. 

• Joint conferences, such as the planned International Confere nce on Health 
Research in the year 2000. 
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Annex 1: 

l egal Status of the Global Forum for Health Research 

The Global Forum for Health Research is an international foundation managed 
by a Foundation Counci l of 20 members representing the partners in the Global 
Forum. Basic decisions are made by the Foundation Council, the members of 
which are chosen from among the eight constituencies of the Global Forum 
(governmem policy makers, multilateral and bilateral aid donors, international 
foundations and NGOs, women's organizations, research-oriented bodies, and 
private sector companies). Within the Foundation , there are no "members" as 
such, but "partners", each supporting the object ives and activities of the Forum 
in very dirferem ways. Some may be able to come to the Annual Meeting of the 
Forum, others may not. However, they remain equal partners in the pursuit of 
the Forum objectives - un ited in the belief that, by joining forces, they can hel p 
improve the 10/90 Gap. 

Any person or institution actively supporting the objectives of the. Global 
Fo rum is a partner in the Global Forum and may be selected to become a 
member of the Foundation Council. ln order to ensure effective representation, 
the members of the Foundat ion Council are selected by the constituencies 
themselves and are appointed by the Foundation Council for a period of three 
years, with appointmems staggered in order to provide a rotating membership. 

The Foundation Council is assisted by a Strategic and Technica l Adviso ry 
Committee (Stratec). The members of Stratec are selected from the members of 
the Foundation Council. They are nominated fo r a term of two years, with 
appointments staggered to provide a rotating membership. 

Statutes of tl1e Foundation 

Section I - Name, Seat and Duration 

Article 1: Name 
Under the denom ination 'Global Forum for Health Research', a Foundation is 
hereby established in accordance with Article 80 and following of the Swiss 
Civil Code and on the basis of the present Statutes. This Foundation is placed 
under the ordinary supervision of the Supervising Authority of the Federal 
Ministry of the lnterior in Berne. 
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A rticle 2: Seat 
The 'Global Forum for Health Research', hereinafter called the Foundation, will 
have its seat in Geneva, Switzerland. 

Article 3 : Dumtion 
The duration of the Foundation is unlimited. 

Section II - Objectives and Capital 

Article 4: Objectives 
The overall objective of the Foundation is to bring partners together to help 
focus research efforts on the health problems o f the poor through an 
improvement in the allocation of research funds, support of better priority setting 
processes and methodologies, promotion of relevant research, support for 
concerted efforts in health research and dissemination of the research fmdings. 
The specific objectives of the Foundation are as follows: 

a) Facilitate the exchange of ideas and the undertaking of concerted 
efforts among partners by organizing at periodic intervals Forum 
Meetings of interested Parties. 

b) Keep informed and exchange information and knowledge about the 
prioritization efforts in health research and contribute to these efforts in 
an appropriate way. 

c) Support concerted efforts in pursuit of the Foundation's global objective 
between various actors in the health research field (governments, 
multilateral development agencies, bilateral development agencies, 
foundations, international NGOs, women's organizations, research
oriemed bodies, private commercial enterprises). 

d) Stimulate the dissemination of essential infom1ation in support of the 
Foundation's global objective. 

e) Contribute to the mobilization of resources for health research in line 
with the Foundation's global objective. 

0 Take all actions it will judge appropriate in the pursuit of its global 
objective. 

Article 5: Capital 
The Foundation capital amounts to US$ 1 million. The Foundation capital is 
open to further contributions by the same donors or other Parties. 



Section lil - Organization 

Article 6: Organs of the Foundation 
The organs of the Foundation are the following: 

The Foundation Council. 
The Secretarial. 

Article 7: The Foundation Council 
7.1 The Foundation Council is composed of a maxi.mum of twenty members 

selected from the various constituencies referred to in Article 4(c) above. 
The Foundation Council constitutes itself and elects its members. In 
particular, i.t elects its Chair. lL is convened and presided over by the 
Chair of the Foundation. It meets twice a year in normal sessions. 

7.2 The Foundation Council may make decisions when the majority of its 
members are present or represented. Except as otherwise provided in 
the present Statutes or in the By-Laws, the Foundation Council makes its 
decisions by simple majority of the members present or represented. In 
case of equality of votes, the voice of the Chair is determining. 

Article 8: Duties and Powers of the Foundation Council 
The Foundation Council is the highest policy and decision-maki ng body of the 
Foundation. The Foundation Counci l delegates to the Secretariat the management 
functions which are not reserved to the Council by law, the present Statutes or 
the By-Laws. The Foundation Council has in particular the following duties and 
powers: 

a) Act on behalf of the Foundation and take all such action as is deemed 
necessa~y in the pursuit of the Foundation's objectives. 

b) Establish the By-Laws of the Foundation. 
c) Appoim the Chair, the other members of the Foundation Council, the 

Executive Secreta1y and the auditors. 
d) Establish the policies and principles followed by the Foundation. 
e) Adopt the Workplan and the Budget of the Foundation. 
I) Approve the annual report and audited accounts of the Foundation. 
g) Undertake periodically the evaluation of the Foundation, its strategies 

and activities. 
h) Create such committees as may be deemed desirable and necessary for 

the implementation of the objectives, programmes and projects of the 
Foundation. 

i) Delegate any powers of the Council which can lawfully be delegated to 
any committee or agent. 

j) Maintain dose relations with the representatives of the constituencies 
mentioned in Article 4(c) above. 

k) Take note o f the report of the Annual Meeting of the Forum and make 
the necessary decisions. 
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l) Make all decisions which are not in the competence of another organ of 
the Foundation. 

Article 9: The Chair and Vice-Chair 
9.1 The Chair is appointed by the Foundation Council for a term of three 

years, renewab le once. The appoin tment is decided upon by the 
majori ty of the members of the Council. The Chair represents the 
Foundation in its dealings with third parties, convenes and presides 
over the Foundation Council, actively promotes the l:oundation's 
objectives. and helps mobilize resources for the activ ities of the 
Foundation. 

9.2 The Foundation Council may nominate a member of the Foundation 
Council as a Vice-Chair. The powers and duties of the Vice-Chair are 
those delegated to him/her by the Chair. 

A rticle 10: The Secretariat 
The SecretariaL is composed of (a) the Executive Secretary appointed by the 
Foundation Council for a term of three years, renewable; and (b) staff members 
as may be necessary, appointed by the Executive Secretary, in consultation with 
the Chair. lts functions are the following: 

a) Execute all decisions of the Council. 
b) Prepare the annual workplan and budge t and submit it to the 

Foundation Council for approval. 
c) Execute the workp lan approved by the Foundation Cou ncil and 

manage the activities of the Foundation. 
d) Manage the personnel and financial resources of the Foundation and 

sign the commitment and disbursement authorizaLions in the name of 
the Foundation. 

e) Prepare the annual meeting of the Global Forum for Health Research 
and the meetings of the Foundation Council and such other Committees 
as may be instituted by the Foundation Council. 

0 Establish implementing regulations and procedures for the Secretariat. 
g) After the close of each fiscal year, present to the Foundation Council an 

annual report on the activities and operations of the Foundation. 
h) Prepare the report of the Annual Meeting of the Forum. 
i) Perform such other tasks and functions assigned by the Counci l. 

A rticle 11: The External A uditors 
Accounts will be audited annually by an internationally recognized auditing firm 
appointed by the Foundation Counci l as Auditor. The fi scal year corresponds to 
the calendar year. Audited accounts wi ll be submiued to the Foundation 
Council for its final approval within four months of the closing of the calendar 
year. 



Section IV - Representation , Signatures and Liability 

Article 12: Representation 
The Chair (for matters which are the responsibility of the Foundation Council) 
and the Executive Secretary (for matters which are delegated to him/her) or 
their representative are entitled to represent the Foundation in all dealings with 
Third Parties. 

Article 13: Signatures 
All instruments committing the Foundation shall be signed by the Chair or 
his/her represen tative , except for the matters delegated to t he Exec ut ive 
Secretary. 

Article 14: Liability 
The Foundation is responsible for its liabilities on all its assets. Members and 
officers of the Foundation or its organs shall incur no personal liability in 
respect of the commitments of the Foundation. 

Section V - Final Provisions 

Article 15: Amendments to tiJe Statutes 
The Foundation Council may at any time make amendments to the presem 
Statutes by no tarized decision, after having obtained the approval of the 
Supervising Authority. Amendments to the present Statutes require a decision 
made by a two-thirds majority of the Foundation Council. 

Article .I 6: Dissolution 
The d issol ution of the Foundation will proceed with the agreemen t o f the 
Supervising Authority when its objective can no longer be achieved. The 
Foundation may decide on its dissolution by a two-thirds majority of the 
Foundation Council. The liquidation of its assets, after payment of its liabilities, 
shall be a ffected by the Foundation Council to activities pursuing similar 
objectives to those of the Foundation. A restitution of assets to the founders is 
not possible. 

Article 17: Entry i.nto Force 
The present Statutes emered into force on 24 June 1998. 
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Annex 2: 

The Five Steps in Priority Setting 

Among the vast array of determinants affecLing the health status of a population, 
how is a decis ion-maher with a limited research budget to decide where to invest 
tlte funds so as to have the greatest im pact on Lite health of the largest possible 
number of people in the countly? The Global Forum for Health Research and its 
panners propose a practical framework for setting priorities which could be 
useful to decision -makers at the global, regiona l and national levels (see 
Chapter 8 of the 10/90 Report on Health Research, 1999), based on the five
step process of the Ad Hoc Committee on Health Research. ln summary: 

Step 1: What is the burden attributabl e to each main disease or risk 
factor in the country? This can be measured in DALYs (Disability-Adjusted 
Life Years) or similar methods. 

Step 2: Why does the burden of disease persist? ls it due to individual 
behaviour, family facLOrs or failure of the community to recognize the problem 
or use existing tools efficiently? ls it due to a lack of biomedical knowledge 
about the disease or lack of tools7 Inefficient health systems and services? Are 
some of the causes rooted in sectors other than health? Are government 
macroeconomic policies playing a negative role? The key point to remember in 
goi ng through Step 2 is to look at all possible determinants, not only at the most 
immediate ones, such as the state of biomedical knowledge or the qual ity of the 
health services. 

Step 3: Present level of knowledge. What is known today about existing 
and potential interventions (particularly in relation to the detenninants 
identified in Step 2 above as the most important for the health of the 
people)? Here again, it is important to identify the level of knowledge on each 
of the possible determinan ts, i.e. to ask the following questions: 

• At the level of the individual/family/community: What is known about the 
factors which are in the hands of the individual, the family or the community 
and which have an imponant impact on the particular disease or risk factor? 
Are the existing tools cost-effect ive? Are these tools widely recognized within 
the community? Are they applied? If not, why not7 Are new tools necessary? 

• At the biomedical and health policy/systems levels: How effective and cost
effective are the existing drugs/vaccines7 Are the best pol icies and practices 
sufficient for treating the problem at hand? Are they applied? If not, why not? 



• At the level o f sectors other than health: What is being done in these other 
sectors (agricu lture, environment, education, etc.) which has an impact on 
the disease or risk factor at hand? How cost-effective are these interventions? 
What are promising new avenues for research? 

• At the macroeconomic policy level: Are existing policies effective for the 
health status of the population? Can they be made more effective? What 
research is necessaty for making them more cffective7 

Step 4: Is research likely to produce more cost-effective interventions 
than the existing ones under each gToup of dete rminants? Step 3 will have 
summarized the state of knowledge and identifi ed a number of new potential 
interventions (or research projects) under each group of determinants. Step 4 
will select from among these potential research projects those having the greatest 
impact for the amount invested , i.e. the most cost-effective ones (including the 
cost o f research and the cost of the intervemion itselO. 

Step 5: What a re the present resource flows for that disease/ris k factor? 
Given the present allocation of resources in the country for th is disease/risk 
facto r, should more be invested or should resources be better invested 
elsewhere in research and development? The application of the fi ve steps 
described above should greatly faci litate the work of the decision-maker in 
identifying key research priotit ies. 
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lV. l evel of 
central 
government 

Macroeconomic 
pohc•es 
Budget policies 
Research pohcies 

• Good governance, 
effectiveness of the 
admnnstration, 
measures tO limit 
corruption. 
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Ill. l evel of sectors other 
than health 

Agriculture/rural developmem 
Industry/energy 
Transpon/infrasmtcture 
(e.g. water supply, samtation) 
Environment (pollution 
conrrol) 
Rural development 
Occupation {employment, 
working condmons) 
Urban developmenl/housing 
Education 

• Social secunty 
• Security (controllmg vtolence 

and crime). 

Overview of the Main Actors 
(intervention levels) and Factors 
Determining the Health Status 
of a Population 


